Big, Varied Parents’ Day Planned This Weekend

Trinity expects its Fifth Annual Parents’ Day to be the best, with the varied and interesting activities planned for the visitors. After morning registration at the Hentsch Arch, parents may come with family members or take a student-guided tour of the campus.

Many Addresses
President Theodore D. Spahr will speak in the Chemistry Auditorium to freshmen parents about Trinity and about their sons’ lives here. After his address, parents may view the exhibits in the Hentsch Arch, which will be open from 9:15 to 11:15 a.m. behind Hamlin Dining Hall, when the formal activities will be concluded by a joint concert by the Glee Club and the College glee group, which will be held at 1:30 p.m. in the Field House.

The College Chapel, the Rev. J. H. Biddle, and the United States Scholars, with special services and music, will be open to all parents to join with the student body at the Communion service on Sunday, at 8:30 or 9:30 a.m.

Game Saturday
The Physical Education Department also announced since Saturday is Parents’ Day, the usual game seating plan has been changed for the Coast Guard. The seating for Saturday only the Trinity student section will be extended south in the goal line. In addition, there will be three sections reserved on the west side of the field—sections A, B, and C. All these sections will be available for students with parents and/or dates.

Roaring 20’s Face-Melodrama Revived for Soph-Hop Weekend

By GEORGE E. NICHOLS, III

The Jesters of Trinity College is reviving for fall production a play that has previously been called “naughty facades,” “a mirrore of the nabes,” and “a fable of romans madeness, farce, and espox.”

Descending from the refined uttered chaos of classical drama, the Jesters is going into the profane realities of THE FRONT PAGE, a hearty snack per redondo of a corrupt Chicago of the twenties, written by Ben Hecht and Charles MacArthur. Old hat as this piece may be, it yet remains one of its original bravura and gusto; it is as strong today as it was when first produced. The Jesters hope to perform it as it shall. You will be assured of an evening’s diversion, an evening that combines real suspense with hearty guffaws. Into three acts the authors have crammed all the wit as well as some of the better aspects of an era of more than a dozen years ago.

Join us in a nostalgic evening, be prepared for a few shocks. The writers hailed as bold, nor have we undertaken to apply the stamps of our approval. For your pleasure you give us in its original rawness this raucous play.

It will be presented on Thursday, Friday, Saturday, Monday, and Tuesday, November 6, 7, 8, 11, and 14, at 8:15 p.m. and Alumnae Hall. Tickets are $1.50 each. Your presence will make our greater enjoyment.

College News

The college administration is pleased to announce that two full-time faculty members have accepted the positions of instructor of English and instructor of History. The appointments are effective September 1.

Spahr Penalty Upheld; Gignoux Wins Censure in Medusa Case

Before nearly half the student body, Frederick Gignoux and Robert Spahr appeared before the Academic Court last Thursday evening in the Chemistry Auditorium, from a decision of the court that the Medusa Gignoux’s attempt was successful, but Spahr’s sentence was upheld.

Gignoux Tried First

State Vice-President Jerry Oles, replacing President Carl Schieb who was asked to testify, began the hearing by reading Spahr and Gignoux’s statements. The case against Gignoux was tried first, called by prosecutor attorney and Medusa member, Robert Smith.

Both sides agreed on the facts of the case. The four students involved, Spahr, Craig Cullen, and Thomas Gignoux, all members of the Medusa, were present. The Medusa when the group was seen entertaining three visitors from New York last Thursday evening at 9:30 p.m. — an hour before the Medusa case — are required to leave fraternity.

The prosecution argued that because a college rule has been ignored and because of the system of graded punishments, the Medusa was acting beyond its power in the case.

Spahr has been heard to ask the Medusa members’ parents to join with the student body at the Communion service on Sunday, at 8:30 or 9:30 a.m.

Trial, Senior Seminars, Rules And Money Covered by Senate

As a result of the confusion over the deans’ in the Senate in the appeal of Gignoux and Spahr versus the Medus, the Senate, at its weekly meeting last Monday, resolved that the Medus, if they have to decide whether the appeal is valid. The question of open or closed trial was also brought to the attention of the court body, but no action was taken that evening.

In other business, it was announced that the Senate would continue next week. The Senate should be responsible for their own attendance and are working, under the direction of Senator Perlman, toward independent study programs in various fields.

The Senate Rules Committee has sent a number of letters to various colleges and universities around the nation to gain some ideas of methods and principles used to enforce campus rules and carry out discipline. The response will help the committee formulate a new set of rules and regulations.

The Medusa, which derives its power directly from the consent of the Senate, received its annual recognition for the school year ending June 14, 1939. The Constitution of the college stipulates that annual recognition of the Medusa by the Senate is required to legally empower the disciplinary body.

The Dean also announced ground-breaking ceremonies for the proposed new campus union. The celebration will be held at 11:45 a.m. on Parents’ Day, November 1. He estimated the building would be completed in two years at a cost of more than $250,000.

Finally, the Senate decided that all college organizations receiving allocations must keep financial records and comply with Senate rules and regulations.

Frosh Execs Want Forum

The Frosh Senate Committee voted last Wednesday to accept a Senate suggestion to initiate a Forum on Education. Thus, the Frosh themselves have responded to the challenge brought forth by the failure of the original program of Froshmen Orientation. The FSC explains their action in a letter to this issue of the Triplet.

The new program will be held on three consecutive Wednesday evening meets: November 3, 10, 17. Each meeting will feature two faculty members and be divided between lecture and discussion. The questions chosen for the three meetings are respectively: (1) What is the role of the college in a liberal education? (2) What is the role of facts, texts, and grades? (3) What is the role of the Frosh in a liberal education of the student?

Tickets Will Be Available For THE FRONT PAGE on Nov. 3, 4, 5 and 6

11:20-1:00—Huminin Dining Room; 6:20-8:00—Field House and thereafter at the door at 7:30 or after. Students are entitled to only one ticket at the upon presentation of their A.A. Card.

Other tickets ...............$1.50
Thank you for your letter, which we received last Thursday night. We do understand your viewpoint and the pressures under which you work. We must point out, however, that we have been working under different circumstances and with different goals. Our primary goal is to provide a forum for the exchange of ideas and information, while yours seems to be more focused on the promotion of a specific viewpoint and agenda.

We appreciate your interest in our organization and your suggestions for improvement. We will continue to strive to meet the needs of all our members and to provide a space for open and respectful dialogue.

Sincerely,
[Your Name]
THE TRINITY TRIPOD

Glee Club Will Serenade Parents; Salve Pembroke

By STUART COXHEAD

The traditional student campaign for funds in December is apt to get off to a slow start after Thanksgiving. But this year, a joint campaign for funds by the Campus Chest Committee and the Trinity College Glee Club will get a boost from the success of the previous year. The two groups, working together, have been successful in raising funds at a time when other student groups are not as active. This year, the groups plan to continue their successful efforts in order to reach their goal of $10,000.

CAMPUS CHEST

Students interested in working as canvassers for the Campus Chest Committee should contact Bill DuCagley, 32, Anthony Hall, or John Hunter, Goodwin 23. The campaign is scheduled to begin at 7:00 PM on Monday, December 2. The canvassers will be working in the residence halls and in local businesses throughout the city.

THE HEARTHSTONE RESTAURANT

680 MAPLE AVENUE

HARTFORD, CONN.

For the Finest in Dining...

Charcoal broiled steaks and chops; lobster and seafood. Deluxe service and atmosphere.

Former Fighter Enters Trinity As Pre-Med

In the past few years, Trinity has sent a formidable group of men to the ranks of professional sports. Such names as Nickles, Alexander, Drzewoisky, Conc, Korsch, and others are still heard on the tongues of sports-minded Trinity men. Now the process has been reversed. A well-known professional boxer, from the Hartford area, has taken up athletics on the boxing scene.

The student at Trinity spend tremendous amounts on theirselves each year. The Campus Chest asks them to give only once a year for others. One donation of ten dollars really isn't much in this light. In fact, each man puts a mug on the shelf today and just tosses nickels and dimes in occasionally, the canvassers' job would be lightened considerably. Starting now, ten dollars could be saved without even noticing a green from one's pocket.

FINALE in DECEMBER

Canvasing will not start until after Thanksgiving and will be eliminated by a spectacular finale on December 11, in the Chemistry Auditorium. Between now and then, the Tripod will carry descriptive articles on the charities the Chest will support. Put that mug on the shelf and start saving now.

CAMPUS CHEST

Students interested in working as volunteers on the CAMPUS CHEST Committee

Contact

BILL DU-COLING
St. Anthony Hall
JOHN HUNTER
Goodwin 23
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Frow Soccer Team Defeated By Springfield for First Loss

The freshman soccer team met last weekend at the hands of the Springfield College Eagles. Sadly outplayed during the first half, Trinity saw a late game rally fall short, putting their season record at 2-1. Badly injured also for Coach Shults and his men, was the injury of Joe Edwards. The ten left back crucial to the team's success seems to have met his match. John's play in the backfield had been outstanding.

The agonizing gymnastics started fast and kept the pressure on throughout the first two periods. Despite Bill's great and using an effective fast break, they kept the lead deep in Trinity territory.

The lone goal in the first quarter was by Springfield, while the teams exchanged goals in the second. Don Paly registered the Trinity tally on a long kick from the right, leaving the score 1-1, Springfield, at the half.

It could easily have been worse now for several tries were by Gus and the Bantams 2-0 in the third. The three quarters saw a leveling off as the Trin men righted themselves.

Nobody team was able to score, the Junior Bantams attempting only one shot. A Springfield goal on a penalty kick opened the lively fourth period, and increased their lead to two goals. Trinity was, by now, playing men several scores and a goal by Bill Shults put them back in contention. However, the Shults men failed to find the mark for the tying goal, in spite of repeated drives which gave them many opportunities. The final horn sounded with Trinity battling for the short end of a 2-2 score. This loss was significant in that it ended Coach Shults' personal win streak. It was the first time a Shults coached Trinity soccer team had been beaten.

The seating plans for this week's Coast Guard game have been changed. The Trinity student section will be extended south to the goal line. In addition, there will be three sections reserved on the West side of the field—sections A, B, and C.
Bantams vs. Sigma Nu

The Trinity goal was mounted on the front of the goal. The Bantams were in control of the match, with most of the ball action on the right half of the field. Lacking an experienced goalie, the Bantams had to rely on their defense to keep the ball out of the net.

In the closing minutes of the first half, Williams scored his second goal of the game on an 18-yard penalty kick. The ball was served by Ying, who played well. Any goalie making 40 saves has done his job.

The Williams win was accomplished without the full services of inside Brin Shea and halfback Bill Lukens. Shea was injured in the UMass game, and Lukens in the Tufts contest. The two backs played steady, hard ball, beating the opposition to the ball and kicking it out of danger.

With no action to report that John Outcalt played well. Any goalie making 40 saves has done his job.
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Henry Hood’s Bagpipers Expecting Full Schedule

Although one of the youngest musical groups on campus, the Trinity College Pipes and Drums has already gained a fine reputation and is looking forward to a very full schedule. Last year, under the direction of Henry Hood, instructor of history, this group of bagpipers and drummers was organized.

The “pipers” are extremely colorful in uniform and performance. The tartan worn by the 20 pipers and three drummers is that of the present Duke of Montrose, a personal friend of Mr. Hood. The entire outfit, consisting of both uniform and bagpipes, costs each member approximately $50.

Bagpipers, having a long connection with the British military, are not originally from Scotland but rather are a very old form of folk instrument throughout Europe. Actually the bagpipes were introduced and popularized in Scotland by an Italian. Under the laws of the United States, the bagpipes are not musical instruments but are considered as weapons. The reason for this being that the British used the “pipe” to stir their armies into a victorious frame of mind. Because of these old laws concerning the bagpipes, bagpipe bands are not required to join the Musicians’ Union.

The most colorful, as well as the most expressive, unit of the Trinity group is that of Mike Canaday, a junior from South Carolina, who is the pipe major. Having already opened their full engagements by playing for two student mixers at Smith College, the next performances of the Trinity Pipes and Drums will be on Parents’ Day.

Dining Out Tonight?

Enjoy

Budweiser

with food

KING OF BEERS

AMERICAN BEER. INC. • NEW YORK • CHICAGO • CLEVELAND • PITTSBURGH • NEW ORLEANS • ATLANTA • SAN FRANCISCO

THEY SAID IT COULDN'T BE DONE - BUT TODAY'S L&M GIVES YOU-

Puff by puff

Less Tars

& More Taste

DON'T SETTLE FOR ONE WITHOUT THE OTHER!

Change to L&M and get 'em both. Such an improved filter and more taste! Better taste than in any other cigarette. Yes, today's L&M combines those two essentials of modern smoking enjoyment - less tars and more taste - in one great cigarette.

Katherine Rodewald, a native of West Hartford, who is Mrs. Ford in private life, received her formal music education at the Hartt College of Music in Hartford and at the American University in Washington, D.C.

Mr. Ford’s program will include “O Fortis” by Torelli, “La Violette” by Scarlatti, “Deh vieni alla finestra” from Don Giovanni by Mozart, and selections from the work of Berlioz. The concluding number will be “Miserere” by Palestrina from Andrea Chierotti by Giordano.

Mr. Ford’s concert is sponsored by the Coarse Barbori Italian Club at Trinity in cooperation with the College’s Music Department. The public is cordially invited.